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ABSTRACT 
In this paper Fuzzy Rough Set is used for feature selection in the Content Based Image Retrieval system. Noisy 
query images are fed to this Content Based Image Retrieval system and the results are compared with four other 
feature selection methods. The four other feature selection methods are Genetic Algorithm, Information Gain, 
OneR and Principle Component Analysis. The main objective of this paper is to evaluate the rules which are 
extracted from fuzzy rough set and determine whether these rules which are used for training the Support Vector 
Machine can deal with noisy query images as well as the original queried images. To evaluate the Fuzzy Rough 
set feature selection, we use 10 sematic group images from COREL database which we have purposely placed 
some defect by adding Gaussian, Poisson and Salt and Pepper noises of different magnitudes. As a result, the 
proposed method performed better in term of accuracies in most of the different types of noise when compared 
to the other four feature selection methods. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Content Based Image Retrieval (CBIR) systems 
have been one of the important research areas [1, 
2].  Many researchers work on different parts of the 
CBIR systems to improve them, such as classifiers 
[3], relevance feedback [4], retrieval process [5], 
features [6] and etc. In this paper, working with 
noisy queried images is investigated and an 
efficient method for dealing with noisy query 
images is proposed.  
Image noise is a random (not present in the object 
image) variation of brightness or colour information 
in them, and is usually an aspect of electronic noise 
[7, 8]. Noise represents unwanted information 
which can deteriorates image quality [9, 10]. It can 
be produced by the sensor and circuitry of a scanner 
or digital camera. Image noise can also originate in 
film grain and in the unavoidable shot noise of an 
ideal photon detector [11]. Image noise is an 
undesirable by product of image capture that adds 
spurious and extraneous information [7, 9]. 
Fuzzy Rough Set has produced good results when 
used as a feature selection in the COREL image 
database [12-15] and other databases [16], as 
compared to other feature selection methods. In this 
paper, we want to evaluate the performance of 
Fuzzy Rough Set feature selection for noisy images. 
We want to know the semantic rules which were 
extracted from Fuzzy Rough Set can work with 
noisy images, and which of these rules can 
recognise noisy images and allocate them to their 
related semantic groups. 
In this paper, a COREL image dataset is used to 
obtain the experimental results. This image dataset 
does not have any noise, so we added noise to the 
queried image to compare the performance of the 
Fuzzy Rough Set feature selection with other 
feature selection methods in a noisy environment. 
The main purpose of doing this is to evaluate the 
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effect of noise on the feature selection techniques. 
Three types of noise that are the Gaussian noise, 
Poisson noise, and salt and pepper noise are used. 
Using the Matlab software from Mathworks, the 
three noises were added to the queried images. 
In this paper, one of the feature selection methods 
used to compare with the proposed method is 
Genetic Algorithm, as Genetic Algorithm is one of 
the soft computing methods that has demonstrated 
effective feature selection capability [17, 18]. In 
addition, Information Gain, OneR and Principle 
Component Analysis are well-known feature 
selection methods, and many researchers used these 
methods for their feature selection tasks. Therefore, 
it is essential to compare the proposed method with 
them. 
The paper is organised as follows: in section 2, the 
different kinds of noise are presented. In section 3, 
the stages of our proposed work are shown. Section 
4 and 5 present the experimental results and 
conclusion respectively.  
2. IMAGE NOISE  
For a better understanding of the difference 
between these three kinds of noise, a brief 
discussion of each type of noise is provided below. 
Figure 1 shows the three types of noises added to 
the original image (a), with (b), (c) and (d) showing 
the different effect each type of noise can produce.  
 
Figure 1. Original image (a) and images with 
Gaussian, Poisson and Salt & Pepper noises 
added (b, c and d) 
2.1. Gaussian Noise 
Gaussian noise represents statistical noise having 
the probability density function (PDF) equals to 
that of the normal distribution, which is also known 
as the Gaussian distribution [19]. In other words, 
the values that the noise can take on are Gaussian-
distributed. In this paper, Gaussian white noise of 
mean m and variance v was added to the queried 
images. The Mean noise and variance are 0 and 
0.01 respectively for an image with Gaussian Noise 
(see Figure 1 in (b)). 
2.2. Poisson Noise 
The Poisson noise, also known as Photon noise, is a 
basic form of uncertainty associated with the 
measurement of light, inherent to the quantized 
nature of light and the independence of photon 
detections [20]. Its expected magnitude is signal 
dependent and constitutes the dominant source of 
image noise except in low light conditions. Matlab 
syntax generates the Poisson noise from the data 
instead of adding artificial noise to the data. Figure 
1 in (c) shows an image with Poisson noise.  
2.3. Salt and Pepper Noise 
Impulsive noise is sometimes called the Salt and 
Pepper noise or Spike noise [21]. An image 
containing Salt and Pepper noise will have dark 
pixels in its bright regions and bright pixels in ITS 
dark regions [21, 22]. Section (d) in Figure 1, 
represents an image with Salt and pepper noise. The 
noise density in this image is 0.02. 
3. THE PROPOSED FRAMEWORK 
In this section, the fuzzy rough set feature selection 
method used in this paper is briefly described. This 
session will also present how the proposed feature 
selection method fit into the stages of our previous 
proposed CBIR system. 
3.1. Fuzzy Rough Set 
For the purpose of the research, the algorithm used 
in [23] was selected and as shown in Figure 2. 
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Figure 2. The Fuzzy Rough Set Feature Selection 
Algorithm 
 
This algorithm employs the dependency function 
  , to choose which features are added to the 
current reduced candidate. The dependency 
function is defined as follows: 
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The function is determined by the fuzzy cardinality 
of      ( )( ) divided by the total number of 
objects in the universe. The membership of an 
object   , belonging to the fuzzy positive region 
can be defined by: 
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Object   does not belong to the positive region only 
if the equivalence class it belongs to is not a 
constituent of the positive region. 
Fuzzy lower and upper approximations are defined 
as [24]: 
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During the implementation, not all     need to be 
considered. Only those where   ( ) is non-zero, i.e. 
where object   is a fuzzy member of (fuzzy) 
equivalence class  .        
    is called a fuzzy 
rough set [25]. 
The algorithm terminated when the addition of any 
remaining feature does not increase the dependency. 
3.2. Stages of The Content Based 
Image Retrieval System 
Figure 3 shows the stages of the proposed image 
retrieval system used in this research. In Figure 3, 
the system has training and testing phase. Firstly, in 
the training phase, the shape, colour and texture 
features of the image database are extracted. The 
important features are then selected by using a 
Fuzzy Rough Set method. Semantic rules are then 
generated with these features. After that, the SVM 
classifier is built using these semantic rules. 
Still referring to Figure 3, in the testing phase, user 
feeds the noisy queried image to the system. The 
system extracted the noisy queried image features 
and gave these features to the SVM classifier which 
is built into the training phase. This classifier will 
extract the relevant images based on the noisy 
queried image provided.  
 
 
Figure 3. Stages of Proposed Image Retrieval 
System 
4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
In this section, the results that compare the four 
feature selection methods with the proposed 
retrieval system by using the generated noisy 
images modified based on the three types of noise. 
To investigate the function of the image retrieval 
system based on the above mentioned methods, we 
use the COREL image database containing one 
thousand images. In this database, images are 
classified into ten semantic groups. The groups are 
Africans, beach, bus, flower, mountains, elephant, 
horse, food, dinosaur, and building.  
4.1. Precision-Recall Graph 
Recall equals to the number of the related retrieval 
images to the number of the related images 
available in the image database. The precision 
equals to the number of the related retrieval images 
to all the retrieval images [1, 26]. Figure 4, 5 and 6 
show the precision-recall graphs for ten semantic 
groups with Gaussian noise, Poisson noise, and Salt 
and Pepper noise respectively, that is used for 
measuring the efficiency of the proposed retrieval 
system.  
From the graphs, we observe that the proposed 
retrieval system achieved better results than the 
other four systems in all three kinds of noise. The 
reason for this is better feature extraction algorithm 
has been applied in the training phase to save 
appropriate and eliminate useless image features 
(see Figure 3). With these useful features, the 
system can train the SVM classifier with more 
accuracy and semantic rules. 
 Figure 4. Precision-Recall Graph with Gaussian 
Noise  
 
Figure 5. Precision-Recall graph with Poisson 
Noise 
 
Figure 6. Precision-Recall graph with Salt and 
Pepper Noise 
 
The reasons behind the superiority of our proposed 
feature selection method are:  
 
1) Rough Set theory is a useful method for 
describing and modelling vagueness in ill-
defined environments. However, Rough Set 
cannot work in a continuous environment such 
as image features, so these features should be 
discretised first. Discretization may influence 
the retrieval results. Because of that, the use of 
Fuzzy Rough Set has many advantages. 
Firstly, it can work with continuous data. Also, 
the use of the membership function of a Fuzzy 
Set has many advantages in the definition, 
analysis, and operation of fuzzy concepts. By 
combining these methods (Rough Set and 
Fuzzy Set), we can use the advantages of both 
in our image retrieval system.  
2) The rules extracted from Fuzzy Rough Set 
feature selection are semantic rules, which 
used for training the Support Vector Machine 
classifier.  
3) One of the features of support vector 
machine is that it can perform well with 
noisier data. 
4.2. The Investigation of The 
Retrieval Accuracy 
To investigate the total accuracy of the above 
mentioned retrieval systems, 60 noisy images are 
fed into the system as queried images. That means 
60 query images with Gaussian noise (Mean=0 and 
Variance= 0.01), 60 query images with Gaussian 
noise (Mean=0 and Variance= 0.02) and etc. ND 
for Salt and Pepper noise is referring to the Noise 
Density. Three different noise densities are used in 
the Salt and Pepper noise in the experimental 
results. The average of the retrieval accuracy is 
calculated for each system with three types of 
noise. Table 1 shows the results. As expected, the 
results in most cases are better using our proposed 
feature selection method.  
The results extracted from Table 1 are as follows: 
 The image retrieval system which used 
Fuzzy Rough Set for feature selection in their 
methodology had better results compared to 
the other retrieval systems which used other 
feature selection methods in their 
methodology. 
 Overall, most of the feature selection 
methods had better results with the Salt and 
Pepper noise.  
 When the mean and the variance of the 
Gaussian noise were increased, the retrieval 
accuracy of all retrieval systems decreased 
because the mean and the variance highly 
influence the query image features. However 
the Fuzzy Rough Set achieved better results 
compare to other methods in this situation. 
 The Genetic Algorithm had the worst 
result with Poisson noise compared to other 
types of noises. 
4.3.  The Image Comparison of the 
Retrieval Systems 
In the last test, we show that the retrieval results for 
the queried Flower image (Figure 7, 8, and 9). The 
first, second, and up to the fifth row in Figure 10, 
11 and 12 is related to Fuzzy Rough Set, Genetic 
Algorithm, PCA, Information Gain, and OneR 
respectively. Figure 7 is a queried image with 
Gaussian noise applied to it (mean=0 and variance 
0.01), Figure 8 is a queried image with Salt and 
Pepper noise applied to it (noise density 0.02) and 
Figure 9 is a queried image with Poisson noise 
applied to it. Referring to Figure 10, 11 and 12, the 
retrieval system with the Fuzzy Rough Set method 
shows more related output images to the user. The 
first left image in Figure 10, 11 and 12 matched 
closely to the queried image. 
 
 
   
Figure 7. Query Image with 
Gaussian Noise (M=0, V=0.01) 
 
Figure 8. Query Image with Salt 
and Pepper Noise (ND=0.02) 
Figure 9. Query Image with 
Poisson Noise 
 
Table 1. Accuracy of Retrieval with Three Kinds of Noise 
 
 
Figure 10. Retrieved Images According to: First Raw- Fuzzy Rough Set, Second Raw- Genetic Algorithm, 
Third Raw- PCA, Fourth Raw- Information Gain, Fifth Raw- OneR 
 Figure 11. Retrieved Images According to: First Raw- Fuzzy Rough Set, Second Raw- Genetic Algorithm, 
Third Raw- PCA, Fourth Raw- Information Gain, Fifth Raw- OneR 
 
 
Figure 12. Retrieved Images According to: First Raw- Fuzzy Rough Set, Second Raw- Genetic Algorithm, 
Third Raw- PCA, Fourth Raw- Information Gain, Fifth Raw- OneR 
 
5. CONCLUSION  
In this paper, Fuzzy Rough Set feature selection is 
evaluated in a noisy environment. Gaussian noise, 
Poisson noise and Salt and Pepper noise were used 
to estimate the Fuzzy Rough Set feature selection 
accuracy in a Content Based Image Retrieval 
system. In the experimental results, Fuzzy Rough 
Set feature selection was compared with four other 
feature selection methods. These four feature 
selection methods are Genetic Algorithm, 
Information Gain, OneR and Principle Component 
Analysis. From the experimental results with a 
noisy queried image, it can be observed that 
Content Based Image Retrieval system using Fuzzy 
Rough Set feature selection has better retrieval 
accuracy and Precision Recall graph, when 
compared to the other four retrieval systems. The 
drawbacks of these four feature selection methods 
described in this paper are as follows: (1) In PCA, 
the computation of the eigenvectors might be 
infeasible for very high dimensional data, (2) The 
OneR algorithm is topologically unstable, (3) The 
Genetic Algorithm cannot find the best features and 
stuck in a local maximum hence the best features 
are not guaranteed. Furthermore, it increases the 
computational complexity and (4) Information Gain 
has a problem when it is applied to features that can 
take on a large number of distinct values. Based on 
these drawbacks, the four retrieval systems cannot 
achieve better results than our proposed feature 
selection method. 
By utilising Fuzzy Rough Set feature selection 
method, the proposed system has the advantage that 
it deals efficiently with an image feature 
environment that is noisy, vague and uncertain. In 
addition, rules extracted from the selecting features 
of the Fuzzy Rough Set feature selection are 
semantic and can train the classifier properly. An 
important advantage of this work is training the 
SVM with semantic rules that can separate the 
relevant images from irrelevant ones more 
accurately. 
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